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Rembrandt, Monet or Renoir would have loved 

to have claimed this masterpiece as their own. 

12 glorious acres forged by man & nature are 

showcasing an opulent master built estate set 

well back from the road with a picturesque and 

private setting. The stunning interiors offer both 

formal & informal living areas, ducted air-con 

and a granite kitchen all overlooking your own 

work of art, taking in the lush pasture, stands of 

gum trees & your own private orchard. Located 

close to the M1, Westfield, trains, and less than 

a half hour from Sydney.

Wyong Creek 413 Yarramalong Road
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Creating space
in a tight spot
Two architects have found clever ways to
bring light and more room to a semi.

HOME & AWAY
Design trends
JENNY BROWN

in SYDNEY
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Informal: The double-height extension in the Freshwater semi. Photo: Brigid Arnott

Never daunted by working on small
projects because the problems are
often the same as in big houses,
architect David Boyle says the
renovation and double-storey
extension to a Freshwater semi-
detached weatherboard sitting on a
five-metre-wide block came with an
extra degree of complexity.

Only 3.6 metres was available for
the addition’s footprint, making it the
narrowest scale he’d ever worked
with. As well, the budget was tight.

Retaining, re-cladding and re-
insulating the front sunroom and two
rooms from the 1920s house, the
new structure, which accommodates
a big program including a new kick-
back staircase leading up to two

bedrooms and a bathroom above the
kitchen/living and sitting space, never
looks shoehorned or squeezed into
place.

In fact, by keeping a double-level
head space of 6.5 metres above the
kitchen zone, and using the light
source of a 14.5-metre-long
clerestory window that accesses
north light over the party wall shared
with the neighbouring house and
gives it back to the upper level
bedrooms and the living areas, there
is a sense of easy relaxation.

Boyle says that his clients were
interested “in the informal beach
house style”.

Boyle is another designer who can
do the functional and aesthetic all in
one piece. In the joinery that provides
storage and zones the kitchen from
the living room, part of the return
structure has become a seat.

The Blackbutt pergola that he says
“screens the rear from the two-
storey neighbours and defines the
outdoor terrace” has been

specifically created “in a pattern that
helps bounce light into the high level
window in the morning and in the
afternoon after the sun has gone

from the rear facade’’.
‘‘The pattern is another nod to the

casual 1950s beach house
aesthetic.’’

and MELBOURNE

Light up: The rear of the
Northcote semi with
views of the garden.
Photo: Peter Bennetts

Michael Baker, of Zenibaker Architects, is
one of the new generation designers
who exploit every possible option of a
project for inventive and painstakingly
particularised solutions. “I spend a lot of
time on 3D modelling to help resolve all
the details,’’ he says.

On doubling the accommodation of an
early 1900s Northcote weatherboard,
semi-detached house, he scored two
great advantages: “Clients who wanted
something interesting’’ and an usually
long, 50-metre site running from a
suburban street to back gate, which has
access to the bushy Merri Creek corridor.

All through the elongated extension
that steps up and down – that passes a

small but vital central light court and that
terminates in a living room with a five-
metre-high, off-centre ceiling apex –
there is fascinating architectural stuff
going on, all of which is exaggerated by
planes of paint either black or white.

Because the house’s semi-detached
situation blocks it from the north light and
because its rear aspect is so exposed to
harsh westerly sun, Baker has used
window and skylight placements to great
strategic effect. The sequence of “tall
slot” windows in the living room limit the
sunlight exposure of the room, “but pick
up the height of trees”. The low-set
window in the same wall, “picks up
the garden’’.

Why wouldn’t you want that full frame,
low garden outlook. Especially when
what appears to be an ordinary Cypress
pine fence curves the eye towards the
view gap in the fence and cleverly
conceals the backyard shed, which he
says would have looked silly as a square
building stuck in the back corner.

In what Baker calls ‘‘my favourite
project to date, a small project that had
massive impact”, he has a favourite
moment. The tall bookcase at the nexus
point of the galley kitchen and living room
is at once the wall for the breakfast
bench, and lofty joinery that is book
shelving. “Like that,” he says, “nothing is
left to chance.”
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